
   
 

   
 

Boost Your Credibility and Attract High-Value Clients 

Imagine the impact on your professional reputation 

when you become a co-author of "Keep More When You Exit™ 

  
Are you ready to elevate your status as a nationally recognized exit planner? Here's an 

incredible opportunity to become a co-author of "Keep More When You Exit™" alongside 

4 other industry leaders. Don't miss out on this chance to showcase your expertise and 

boost your credibility! 
  
By aligning yourself with this groundbreaking book and a select group of nationally 

recognized exit planners, you'll instantly elevate your credibility in the eyes of potential 

clients. They'll see you as an authority in the field, someone who not only talks the talk 

but also walks the walk. This heightened credibility will make it easier to attract high-value 

clients who are eager to work with a true expert. 
  
Leverage the Power of a Published Book for Your Marketing 
As a co-author, you'll have a powerful marketing tool at your fingertips. The book itself 

will serve as a tangible demonstration of your expertise, something you can proudly 

display in your office or hand out to prospective clients. But that's just the beginning. You'll 

also have the opportunity to share your insights through a featured 20-minute recorded 

Zoom interview with Brad Barros. This video content is perfect for your website, social 

media channels, and email marketing campaigns. By leveraging the book and the 

interview, you'll be able to reach a wider audience and make a lasting impression on 

potential clients. 
  
Expand Your Professional Network and Reach New Referral Sources 
As a co-author of "Keep More When You Exit™", you'll have the opportunity to 

significantly expand your professional network by marketing yourself as a nationally 

recognized expert in the exit planning field. By leveraging the book and your featured 

interview, you'll be able to reach new referral sources and potential clients who are 

seeking the guidance of a true authority. Your elevated status as a published author will 

open doors to new connections and opportunities that may have previously been out of 

reach. As you share your insights and expertise through various marketing channels, 

you'll attract the attention of other professionals in the industry who will be eager to refer 

their clients to you. This expanded network of referral sources will be invaluable in growing 

your business and securing high-value clients who appreciate working with a nationally 

recognized expert. 
  
Don't miss this chance to catapult your career to new heights. 



   
 

   
 

Become a co-author of "Keep More When You Exit™" and watch as your credibility soars, 

your marketing efforts flourish, and your professional network expands. Act now and 

secure your spot in this exclusive program while the Summit discount applies! 
  
What You'll Receive: 

• Prominent featured section highlighting your contributions 

• Opportunity to write your own "Forward" and include your photograph 

• Flexibility to answer 6 questions (up to 2,500 words) about the exit planning process 

• Ability to order custom quantities of the book (minimum 25) through BookBaby.com 

• Exclusive 20-minute recorded Zoom interview with Brad Barros for your marketing 

efforts 

  
It's as Easy as 1-2-3: 

1. Complete the co-author intake form 

2. Engage in a 45-minute "get to know you" advisor discussion with Brad Barros 

3. Submit your deposit to Tech Diva Media by 1:00 PM Tuesday, April 30 to lock in the 

EPI Summit discount 

  
Special EPI Summit Pricing: 

• Publishing fee: $4,995 

• EPI Summit discount: $2,000 

• Your price: $2,995 plus printing, shipping, and handling* 

  
*$995 deposit due at the EPI Summit. 100% refundable within 90 days or upon manuscript 

submission to Tech Diva Media. Publishing fee to Tech Diva Media ($2,995) is 100% 

refundable within 1 year of the EPI Summit when you refer a client to Private Risk Partners, 

LLC (PRP) who becomes a PRP client.   

  
Enjoy Exclusive Pricing and Risk-Free Participation 
The EPI Summit discount and refundable deposit make this co-authorship opportunity an 

incredible value. With the $2,000 discount, you'll save a significant amount on the 

publishing fee. And with the fully refundable $995 deposit, you can secure your spot with 

peace of mind knowing that you have 90 days to review the program or until you submit 

your manuscript. But the benefits don't stop there! If you refer a client to Private Risk 

Partners, LLC (PRP) who becomes a PRP client within 1 year of the EPI Summit, you'll 

receive a 100% refund of the publishing fee. It's a risk-free way to invest in your 

professional growth and reap the rewards of being a published author. 
  
Don't wait – seize this opportunity to skyrocket your credibility and attract more clients. 

Act now and secure your spot as a co-author of "Keep More When You Exit™"! 



   
 

   
 

 

 


